
RIGOLADE’ 23 REPORT

DESCRIPTION:

Rigolade is an annual three-day, Techno-Cultural fest organized and assembled by The

Techvision Club and Arts Club. It is the perfect amalgamation of technical and non-technical

aspects. Of which, technical events like webinars, fun activities, sessions are handled by

Techvision Club, while Arts Club handle the cultural events of the fest.

Rigolade gives students the perfect platform to showcase their talent in different domains like in

technical and cultural fields, and simply have fun amongst learning. The fest includes many

technical and non-technical events conducted by the clubs during the first two days of Rigolade.

The event is brought to a conclusion with cult night, VIVRATH, on the third day.

THE TECHVISION CLUB, SNIST:

TechVision Club was established with the main motto of bridging the gap between the

institute and the industry. The club conducts technical events to help students gain technical

aspects of technologies as well as a few non-technical events to foster the overall development of



students. It conducts seminars, workshops alongside other technical events to prepare students

for their future endeavors.

The Techvision Club is honored to have Ms. Divya Naadem as Rigolade’s club

coordinator, who has been aiding The Techvision Club and Art’s Club since the very beginning.

STUDENT BOARD:

The following details the student body for The Techvision Club 2022-2023:

SNo Name Roll Number Designation Phone Number

1 Nikhil Thanda 20311A05Q4(CSE) President 6301266205

2 Sanjana Samba 20311A0554(CSE) Public Relations 7732071415

3 Niharika K 20311A1259(IT) Publicity Head 9573104463

4 Vikas 20311A05Q1(CSE) General Secretary 9398588876

5 Chetan Aditya 21311A1902(ECM) Designing Head 7659095665

6 Bhanu Charan K 20311A1269(IT) Technical Team 9347264192

7 SRINIDH REDDY M 20311A05W7(CSE) Organizing Head 7995494920

8 B.N.U Chandrika 20311A12F4(IT) External Affairs 7815821092

9 R Shirisha Reddy 20311A04P2(ECE) Treasurer 7780541923

10 Charan Sai 20311A1280(IT) Technical Head 9642307628

11 B.Abhinay Rao 20311A12C0(IT) Technical Team 6300345931

12 Vivek Reddy 20311A12B0(IT) Technical Team 8328665035

13 K.yeshwanth reddy 20311A05W4(CSE) Organising executive 7993821215

14 V.Navneeth 20311A12C3(IT) Organising executive 7093454637

15 P.Praneeth 20311A05R1(CSE) Internal Affairs 8500234561

16 P.Sruthik Reddy 20311A05V7(CSE) Marketing Executive 8074125068

17 Kruthi Alagonda 20311A05H8(CSE) Documentation Head 8464000099

18 Shiva Reddy 20311A05V6 (CSE) Marketing Head 9949831302



LIST OF EVENTS:

The following are the list of events organized and conducted by the Techvision Club, during the

Rigolade’23 fest, along with their respective locations, dates, and the exact number of

participants that showed interest.

Event Location No. of participants

Web Development
Tournament

2412/FSD lab 1
27th, 28th April (whole day)

12

Coding Ninjas Workshop FSD Lab 2
28th (morning)

32

Hackerabad Workshop FSD Lab 2
27th, 28th (afternoon)

119

Placement Guidance
Workshop

FSD lab 2
27th (morning)

150

Shark Tank Seminar Hall 2 8

Movie night Seminar hall 2
28th (after college hours)

200

Coding competition 29th (morning) 22

Eureka Biotech Seminar Hall/
Quadrangle
27th, 28th (whole day)

30

Pottery Quadrangle
27th, 28th (whole day)

35

Technova Seminar Hall 2
27th (whole day)

250

Literary Events 10102/8104 40

Video Games 10105
28th (whole day)

24

Anime/ Marvel quiz 13108
28th (afternoon)

23



DETAILS ABOUT EACH EVENT:

TECHNOVA:

Rigolade’s flagship event, TECHNOVA, conducted annually by The Techvision club on the first

day of the fest, where prestigious guests from all over India join the students of SNIST for a

session in the prospect of inspiring them, motivating them, and even entertaining them. It is an

opportunity to bring in industrial experts, entrepreneurs, investors, and other inspiring

professions to share their life journey thus far.

EUREKA:

Eureka, a fun event started last year, is essentially a tarot card reading. Tarot card reading is a

form of cartomancy whereby practitioners use tarot cards to purportedly gain insight into the

past, present or future. They formulate a question, then draw cards to interpret them for this end.

SHARK TANK SNIST:

Shark Tank SNIST, is intended for providing the future entrepreneurs from SNIST to express

their innovation and receive the proper financial support, with the help of INDUCE. It is a fun,

interactive session made to model the show, “Shark Tank”, where investors, sharks, hear the

business idea pitch, who require funding from them.

WORKSHOPS:

This year, Techvision Club had the opportunity to conduct various workshops ranging from

various topics from “introduction to flutter”, “bash Scripting”, “Placement Guidance”, and

various other intriguing topics with various workshop conducting organizations like cisco,

coding ninjas, and hackerabad. The workshop was meant to be informative and a sort of

introductory session for which the students who participated received certificates from the

workshop organizers.



VIDEO GAMES:

Video Games Competitions are conducted every year as a fun way of interacting with technology

for entertainment and relaxation purposes. It also offers a platform to compete with the fellow

students of SNIST and computer learning. The winner is awarded various prizes for his talent in

video gaming. This year there were many forms of video games introduced, including PC

gaming(Valorant), mobile gaming(Call Of Duty), and Gaming den

MOVIE NIGHT:

Movie night was intended to entertain and relax the students of SNIST in a fun and uplifting

way. Where the students gather and a movie will be screened. This event started this year,

screening the movie “Sye”, a 2004 telugu film directed by S. S. Rajamouli.

PARTICIPANT’S LIST:

Overall participant list



WEB PIRATES:

MARVEL/ ANIME QUIZ

Name Roll Number Branch + Section

M. Dhanush Reddy 22311A0545 CSE A

R. SHIVA CHARAN 20311A04R0 ECE E

CH ASHISH 22311A0559 CSE A

P SIDDHARTH 22311A04C4 ECE G

B ARJUN 22311A0557 CSE A

VAMSHI KRISHNA 22311A0535 CSE A

A HEMANTH 22311A04EL ECE E

MIKHAEL 21315A0427 ECE E

E MANOJ CSE IOT

KARTHIK REDDY 22311A12K4 IT

DEVA PRANEETH 22311A1260 IT

P GUNAVARDHAN CSE



G VISHNU TEJA CSE C

L MANOHAR REDDY CSE

VAISHNAV 22311A12L1 IT

HARSHIT 22311A12M9 IT D

RITESH 22311A1991 ECM B

ADITHI 22311A1906 ECM A

ANUSHA 22311A04T3 ECE

HARSHA 22311A04AN ECE F

HAMSINI 22311A1919 ECM A

SURAJ 22311A12N5 IT

SAMPLE PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATES:

MARVEL/ ANIME QUIZ



WEB PIRATES

VOLUNTEERING



PRIZES AWARDED:

WEB DEVELOPMENT(WEB PIRATES):

1st place: cash prize of ₹1500, participation certificate, and a winner prize

2st place: participation certificate and a ₹750 Amazon voucher

3rd prize: participation certificate + a ₹500 Amazon voucher

Participants gets their participation certificates

Winners:

1st place: TEAM CODESPIRIT

2nd Place: KANYARASHI

3rd Place: CODE WARRIORS

CODING NINJAS WORKSHOP:

Participants gets their participation certificates

CODING NINJAS RUNTIME REBELS:

1st prize: cash prize of ₹1500, participation certificate, and a winner prize

2nd prize: participation certificate + a ₹750 Amazon voucher

3rd prize: participation certificate + a ₹500 Amazon voucher

Participants gets participation certificates

Note:- the participant certificate will can be downloaded from the same site where the exam is

done

Winners:

1st Place: Kailash(20311A12D1)

ANIME QUIZ:

1st prize: cash prize of ₹1000, participation certificate, and a winner prize Amazon voucher

2nd prize: participation certificate + ₹500 in cash



3rd prize : participation certificate + ₹250 Amazon voucher

Participants gets the participation certificates

Winners:

1st Place: Ch. Ashish (22311A0559; CSE A).

2nd Place: M. Dhanush Reddy (22311A0545; CSE A)

3rd Place: E. Manoj (CSE - IOT)

PHOTOGRAPHS OF EVENTS:

Hackerabad “FLASH: bash scripting and Introduction to Flutter” Workshop

Coding Ninga’s Workshop



Nxtwave stall in admin

Pottery Stall in the Quadrangle

Anime/ Marvel Quiz



Mobile Gaming: “Assault buddies”

Technova: Dimple Hayathi and Director Sriwass with Director sir



Technova: Srividya Mahashi giving an inspiring seminar

Eureka: Tarot card reading

Sri Charan Lakkaraju receiving a memento from Ms. N Divya ma’am after an inspiring speech



Movie night: Students of SNIST enjoying the film “Sye”

IMPORTANT GUESTS:

TECHNOVA:

This year, SNIST had the privilege of witnessing five astounding guest speakers come and speak

a few words with the audience. The following details the guest speakers that made Technova a

success.

Sri Charan Lakkaraju:

Sri Charan Lakkaraju, Founder and CEO, Stumagz and one of the wonderful orators is assisting

every future entrepreneur in building their dreams and engaging themselves in the surest way

possible. He is also an innovator who brings thought leadership and drives change management.

His visionary perspective has earned him opportunities to work on several projects with global

impact. believes in bringing out the best in his students by interacting with and encouraging

them, as opposed to instructing. Sri Charan believes in bringing out the best in his students by

interacting with and encouraging them, as opposed to instructing. He shares ideas, inspiring

stories and perspectives along with personal narratives that hit straight to the heart



Srividya Maharshi:

Srividya Maharshi is an Actress, Singer, Writer, Dancer, and Journalist. She pursued her degree

in Communication & Journalism at Osmania University, Hyderabad. She is an outstanding actor

and has acted in many movies and web series, best known for her role in the "Software

DevLOVEper." Srividya is a professional journalist and author of several news websites,

including New Indian Express, Times of India, etc. She even worked on a few videos for Chai

Bisket & Girl Formula. Srividya Maharshi has already released many comedy videos, some of

which “What if vegetarians behave like vegetarians?” She is the content director for Infinitum

Network Solutions. She even composed films, including Rangula Ratnam. Sri Vidya is also a

talented artist and has sung many songs for many movies. However, she is best known for

singing the song Oo Suvarna in the film Guntur Talkies. She won the DIA Star Lifestyle

Influencer Of The Year 2021.

Raj Savankar:

Raj Savankar, founder of starinfy technologies and managing director of maars mediacom, T

Hub 2.0, Hyderabad. He has industrial expertise in marketing, growth Strategy, Experiential

Learning, Brand awareness, Market Planning, Innovation and so much more.

Dimple Hayathi:

Dimple Hayathi is an Indian actress who predominantly works in Telugu and Tamil films.

Hayathi started her film career by debuting with the Telugu film Gulf (2017) at the age of 19.

Later, Hayathi starred in a Telugu film “Eureka '' before starring in the bilingual film “Devi 2”

(2019). Her next appearance was in an item number "Jarra Jarra'' song opposite Varun Tej and

Atharvaa in the film “Gaddalakonda Ganesh”. The cast of “Rama Banam” includes Dimple

Hayathi and Director Sriwass, who have come to Sreenidhi as a way of creating hype around

their upcoming movie.

Director Sriwass:

Sriwass (Srivas) is an Indian film director, and screenwriter known for his works in Telugu

cinema. He is known for directing blockbuster films like “Loukyam”, “Lakshyam” and



“Pandavulu Pandavulu Tummeda”. His latest release is Dictator with Balakrishna in lead role.

He came with Dimple as a way of publicizing for their upcoming movie “Rama Banam”(2023).


